
	
SATURDAY, AUGUST 11 

DEMON ONTHE HILL SEEKS THIRD STRAIGHT PASS WIN ON SATURDAY 

After an inauspicious career debut — he broke stride as the 1-2 favorite in a PA All-Stars split — Demon 
Onthe Hill has righted the ship, winning two straight PA Sires Stakes divisions. 
 
On Saturday at The Meadows, he’ll try to extend that streak to three in the Florida Pro, a $181,388 PASS 
that goes as races 1, 3 and 4. Demon Onthe Hill leaves from post 3 in the first race with Yannick Gingras 
in the sulky. Post time is 1:05 PM. 
 
Vicky Trotting, Inc. gave $125,000 at auction for the son of Muscle Hill-Sabrina Hall, a price that the colt’s 
trainer, Marcus Melander, indicates was not unexpected. 
 
“He was a good-looking horse with a great video,” Melander says. “The only disadvantage: he was pretty 
small then and still is. When it says Muscle Hill, they always get a little more expensive.” 
 
Melander absolves Demon Onthe Hill of blame for that break in his career opener.“He would have won, 
but he got stuck in a knee boot and almost fell.” 
 
His initial PASS victory was a ground-saving affair at The Meadows, but his win in the following leg at 
Harrah’s Philadelphia was impressive. He wore down the leaders on the outside and drew off late, scoring 
in 1:55.4. That earned him a share of the national season’s record for freshman trotters on a five-eighths-
mile track. 
 
“It looked like he had something left in the tank,” says Melander, who notes that Demon Onthe Hill is 
eligible to most of the important late-season stakes. “His size doesn’t seem to matter. He grows on the 
track. I think he’s the real deal.” 
 
Melander also sends out Expedition (race 4, post 4, Dave Palone), who, at $230,000, was an even more 
expensive Muscle Hill yearling than Demon Onthe Hill. He’s earned checks but no wins in his two PASS 
outings.  “He’s still a little green and doesn’t know what’s happening out there,” Melander says. “Demon 
Onthe Hill might be a little better, but once he starts to understand what racing’s all about, he’ll be a nice 
horse, too.”  AMG Stable campaigns Expedition. 
 
Saturday’s card also features a number of attractive wagering opportunities, including a pair of rich pool 
guarantees — $7,500 for the Pick 4 (races 4-7), $5,000 for the Pick 5 (races 9-13) — and a $1,073.80 
jackpot in the Super Hi-5 (race 13). 

  



 
 
RACE 1 – FLORIDA PRO TROT 
 
1 – FASHION POSSESSED – Can’t argue with his success so far, with three top-3 finishes in three stake 
attempts.  He’ll be a big factor today as well. 
 
2 – PRECISION – Raced well in first start, getting a win, but didn’t follow it up well after a scratch and a 
few weeks off.  He’s back in on just 9 days rest today, so look for an improved effort.   
 
3 – DEMON ON THE HILL – The 1:55.4 win at Harrah’s Philly last time stands out, so he should be the 
one to catch today.  His only loss came when he made a break while in contention, or else he may be 
looking at a perfect record right now.   
 
4 – STINGLIKE A B K – Hasn’t hit the top-3 in five career starts, so he appears to be a bit overmatched in 
here today.   
 
5 – KLUTZY – Had been using gate speed in his earlier efforts, but last time had a bad post and raced 
from the back. Showed good closing ability, finishing third in that effort.  There’s plenty of speed inside 
of him today, so he may try the closing route again.   
 
6 – GOES DOWN SMOOTH – Finished second at Pocono in an early stake, but has struggled a bit since 
then with a pair of breaks and a bad post last time.  Let’s see how he bounces back today.  Gets the 
outside post again, but the field is shorter.  
 
 
SELECTIONS:   3-1-6 
 

  



 
RACE 2 – NW 6 PACE 
 
1 –  GD WESTERN JOE – Only lost the Adios Final by 3 lengths, should be the one to beat in here 
today, especially with the inside post. 
 
2 – SIN CITY BOOGIE – Was a little overmatched last time in NW8, finds a better class today but still 
draws a tough field.  He’s only had 3 starts since returning from an extended layoff, and has gotten faster 
each time.   
 
3 – BLAKEMORE – Indiana invader is a bit of a mystery today thanks to a scratch 9 days ago.  He was 
very good in a lower conditioned race in his most recent, but he steps up in class this week for his local 
debut.  Has shown some fast times, but they have been on a 7/8 mile track. 
 
4 – BAMBINO JOE – Entered the Adios after some very good miles here in similar classes to today’s 
race.  He was only 6 lengths back in his Adios elim, and didn’t get the best of trips last week.  He can be 
a factor here today with the right trip.   
 
5 – ROCK N JO Z – Lost by more than 14 lengths last week in a tough group.  He’s now raced from 
behind in four straight starts, so I wouldn’t be surprised if they tried to mix things up a bit today and go 
for the early lead.  He had shown gate speed in previous starts. 
 
6 – INDIGO ART – Only has 4 starts this year and now has missed over a month since his last 
appearance.   However, he has shown plenty of speed, posting a very fast qualifying win last week.  
Normally I would say he needs a start, but the 1:52.3 qualifier shows that he could be ready to go right 
now.   
 
7 – BELLOWS BINGE – Finally drew a decent post last week and finished 4th in a fast mile, but today 
goes back to the outside post.  It’s a shorter field so he won’t be as far back as he was on July 14 or July 
28, but he’s still facing a tough task if he backs off the gate and sits last early.   

 
 
SELECTIONS:  1-4-6-7 
 

  



 
RACE 3 – FLORIDA PRO TROT 
 
1 –  FIRST MAESTRO – Comes off his best finish of the year, a fourth place effort, but he still has yet to 
finish within 12 lengths of the winner in any of his starts, including in a NW1. He’ll be a longshot in here.   
 
2 – RAVEL – Finished third last week, and has been in the top-4 in all of his starts, so while he may not be 
much of a factor for the win today, he has the ability to hit the trifecta ticket in this group.  He will need a 
faster final quarter this week after a 31.2 last time.   
 
3 – FLIPPEN CREEK – A consistent top finisher that is still looking for his first career win.  He’ll get one 
soon, and if things work out the right way, he’s not out of the question for today.  Showed good early 
speed from the rail last time at Philly, and was put on the front here.  He will likely try to out-leave the 
inside two horses today and put himself in a good spot.   
 
4 – NORTHERN EXPRESS – Tried the front here on July 17 but faded to third, 15 lengths back of the 
winner.  Last week he drew a bad post at Philly and raced from the back and was not a factor.  That 
leaves him as a big question mark at the gate today.  Will he once again go for the early lead, and if so, 
how will that affect or be affected by #3 Flippen Creek? 
 
5 – PROSPECT HILL – He’s now won three in a row, including a perfect 2-for-2 in PA Sire Stakes, so he’s 
the one to beat today.  He waited patiently on the outside to the quarter last time before rushing to the 
front, so it was less than an idea trip and they still couldn’t catch him.   
 
6 – ALDEBARANWALKABOUT – Very interesting prospect in here today.  He’s getting a much later start 
than some others, as he qualified in late June, never raced, then returned a month later with a much 
better effort.  The win was a good one in the qualifier, but I don’t know that he’s quite ready to beat this 
group in his first career start.   
 
7 – WHITE TIGER – Came from mid-pack as a 5-1 shot in his Meadows debut, winning a PA Sire Stake on 
July 17 in his first start in the US.  He followed it up with a good mile in a conditioned race in New 
Jersey, a prep for the Haughton.  He got a slow start there and was never able to recover, but did trot 
his mile in 1:53.4, which will draw some attention today.  However, he has the outside post and this is 
not an easy group to beat.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   5-7-3-2 
 

  



 
 
RACE 4 – FLORIDA PRO TROT 
 
1 – STONEBRIGE SYMBA – Showed good gate speed last time at Philly and was still close at the wire, 
finishing third in a good effort.  He hasn’t won yet, but should be a factor in here today with the right 
trip.   
 
2 – GINGER TREE SKYR – This one has 6 starts under his belt already, and except for a break on July 9, 
he has been in the top 2 in every start.  He battled last time and still held on for second, in a very good 
mile against Prospect Hill.   
 
3 – MASS FORTUNE K – Won a PA Sire Stake here on July 17, and followed it up with a very good effort 
in the Haughton Final at The Meadowlands.  He was a 68-1 longshot and rallied late for third in a very 
fast time, and that will draw plenty of attention his way today.   
 
4 – EXPEDITION – Won a stake at Pocono in a relatively slow mile, but has gotten quicker each week of 
late.  Looks to be a closer, so he’ll need others to mix it up early and find some cover.   
 
5 – OSTERC – Wasn’t overpowering in his Meadows race on July 17, sitting the pocket but losing 
positions in the stretch.  However, he followed that mile with a frontrunning win at Philly last time, so 
perhaps he just wasn’t his usual self last time here.  He now has won 2 of 3 starts, so he should be a 
factor today if he races like he did last week.   
 
6 – THE RAVE – Made a costly break at the start in his local stake, the only time someone other than his 
trainer sat behind him in a race.  He was much better last week at Philly, so you can probably ignore that 
last Meadows start. 
 
7 – AMICO MIO BI – Worked his way to the front last time but faded badly in the final quarter last time.  
He has gone for the front out of the gate in all four of his starts so far, but coming off that line last week, 
he’s a bit tougher to handicap today.  Still, his only Meadows start was from this same post, he used 
early speed, and raced well.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   2-3-5-1 

  



 
RACE 5 – NW 7500 PACE 
 
1 – NATHAN FEELSGOOD – Consistent top finisher in recent weeks, joins new barn this week after a 
claim.  Draws a good post, but is up in class into a tough group. 
 
2 – LIBERAL – Won three in a row in lower levels at Northfield before returning home to The Meadows 
last week.  Was a little overmatched in this class, getting a good trip before fading late in a quick mile. 
 
3 – BETTOR’S DREAM – Qualified well for his return with a fast final quarter, but the big question is 
whether he’s ready to go a 1:52-1:53 mile today in his first start since the end of April.  He also faces 
older horses today, and was racing against younger foes in his most recent starts. 
 
4 – JUMPIN JAKE FLASH – Don’t overlook this one today.  He’s usually very good at this level, and was a 
second place finisher in this class on July 14.  After that he was scratched, then followed with a pair of 
bad posts.  He’s got a chance in here with the right trip.   
 
5 – P H KENNY – Raced well in this class last week, which represented a double class jump from the 
previous week.  Has gate speed, and should be able to use it in here today from this post.   
 
6 – STARTHIMUP – Purely a closer, he will need others to mix it up early today.  He’s in very good form 
right now, but is at the mercy of the fractions.  If there are no early battles, the fractions will be too slow 
for him to make up ground in a fast final half.   
 
7 – V I P BAYAMA – Last week was his best start in the last four, so that’s a positive heading into today.  
He has 5 wins this year, but has only been on the board in two of his other 15 starts.   
 
8 – TAP INTO POWER – Comes off a huge win last time, and jumps in class here.  The big concern is the 
post.  There aren’t any recent starts from a similar post to get an idea of how he may race.   
 
9 – MCJAGERSONTHEMOVE – Has now won two of his last three, and jumps in class today.  The class 
jump and the outside post are enough to make him a longer shot in here.   
 
10 – PRINCE CLYDE – Tough trip last time in his debut for the Yoder barn, and he put in a very good 
effort despite the route.  Draws the second tier today, which should be a challenge, but he’s certainly in 
top form.   
 

 
SELECTIONS:   8-5-4-3 
 

  



 
RACE 6 – 7000 CLAIMING PACE 
 
1 – OFFICIALLY YOURS – Won in the 10,000 claimer at the end of June, but has struggled since then.  
Gets a drop in class and the rail today, so he will draw a decent amount of attention today.   
 
2 – JONES BEACH – Hasn’t been better than third this season, but he’s coming off one of those third 
place finishes.  Has had excuses due to bad posts in some other starts, so he’s not out of the question to 
be a factor in here today.   
 
3 – FAST MOVIN TRAIN – Won in 1:52.4 back in early June, but has gone steadily downhill since then.  
He’s hard to recommend today, but obviously has the speed to turn things around at any time.   
 
4 – BLISSFUL VOYAGE – Ignore the last start due to the outside post.  Two starts ago, he passed 6 
horses in the final quarter mile.  Three starts back he sat mid-pack and was shuffled.  He could be sitting 
on a big mile but just needs the trip to work out.  He’s not out of the question for a win here.   
 
5 – BATTLE CRUISER – Has finished in the top-3 in all three starts since being purchased.  He could end 
up as the favorite in here, and definitely can win.  
 
6 – REAL IMAGE – Has been racing almost exclusively on the Ohio fair circuit this year, with one win in 
eleven starts.  His qualifier was only in 1:59.2, so he’s going to need a lot more speed to be a factor in 
here today.   
 
7 – ALL MUSIC – Sat the pocket but faded last time, with a 31.1 final quarter after quick early fractions.  
He may not want to sit near the back today, but if he does go for the front early, he will need an easier 
first half than last week.   
 
8 – MANOLITO MONTOYA – He’s raced well the last couple of weeks, but moves to an outside post 
today.  He hasn’t used any gate speed in a while, so he could be looking at sitting near the back and 
trying to pass a few horses late.   
 
9 – REAL CATCH – This one has yet to hit the board in 8 starts this year, and has now made breaks in 
two of his last three efforts.  He will be a longshot in here today.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:  5-4-1-8 
 

  



 
 
RACE 7 – NW 8 PACE 
 
1 – HILLBILLYFAIRYTALE – A closer, the inside posts don’t seem to help him much.  He was a big winner 
two starts ago and paced a fast mile last time, but couldn’t reach in this class.   
 
2 – SOUTHWIND YUKON – He put in a big effort in this level in just his second start of the year on July 
14.  However, he has finished 9th and 7th since that time, which will help his price today.  He could be a 
big factor, as he tried to make a 3-wide move last time and still paced home in 28.2.   
 
3 – REGGIE RAIDER – Comes off a good win last time, but that was in a conditioned claimer.  He steps 
up in class today, and will need more speed against this group.   
 
4 – TERRORIFICVELOCITY – Won on the mile track at Lexington last week, his fourth track in four starts.  
Moves to another track today, but has been here before.  He’s been on the board in half of his starts, but 
was 8th against similar company at Scioto on June 30, albeit from a bad post.   
 
5 – SOUTHWIND MONTY – He makes the race a little tougher to handicap today.  Has been claimed 
four weeks in a row, all out of a claimer at Pocono that is limited to 4- and 5-year-olds.  This is a 
significant step up, but the horse is sharp right now.   
 
6 – HUDSONANDBERNARD – He’s mostly a closer, and has been racing well in recent starts.  I wouldn’t 
be shocked to see him leave the gate today in an effort to shake things up.   
 
7 – SUNSET BRAYDON – Had to deal with post 8 last time and cut very swift fractions.  If he can get 
more reasonable fractions today, he can win.  He’s been in the top three in all five of his starts this year, 
so you can’t ask for much more than that.   
 
8 – LOUIE’S SO BOSSY – He hasn’t been better than 7th in his last four starts, but only had one decent 
post and made a break that day. He draws outside again.  When he finally draws a good post, watch out.   
 
9 – NORMANY BEACH – 1-for-1 since joining the Andrews barn, and he’s back in the same class today.  
The outside post will present a bit of a challenge, but he looked good enough last week to play him 
again today despite the post.   
 
10 – WESTERN TYRANT – He shows two starts in this level, fourth and second.  He raced well last week 
chasing #9 Normandy Beach.  Today’s main challenge will be working out a trip from the second tier 
starting spot.   

 
 
SELECTIONS:   9-2-7-6 
 

  



 
RACE 8 – PREFERRED TROT 
 
1 – YOU’RE MAJESTIC – Has the speed to win in here, but has been plagued by breaks.  Requalified just 
a couple of days after her most recent start with a winning mile, so she’s definitely a factor in here if she 
stays on stride. 
 
2 – DIRTY SECRET – Steps to the top level after winning three of her last 5 starts.  She’s in top form right 
now, so we’ll see just how good she is today.   
 
3 – HOMEPAGE – Comes off a win at Northfield, but that was in a much lower level.  She shows two 
starts locally in this class, 5P4 and 6th. She’ll need everything to go her way to get a win today, but she 
could hit the ticket, as could anyone in here.   
 
4 – GLIDINTHRUPARADISE – Another one that moves up in class this week, she shows a best finish of 
fourth in this level.  Hasn’t picked up a win in a while, but her versatility always makes her a factor.  She 
can raced well up close to the lead early or from the back of the pack.   
 
5 – BESSIE – She has just one win this year, but she can never be counted out in this group.  She’s just a 
classy veteran that knows how to hit the board and to win.   
 
6 – CINCINNATI MISS – This one had struggled badly since a purchase by the Burke barn, but a trip to 
The Meadows last week certainly turned things around for her.  If she can race like she did last week, she 
can win, as Barn Girl isn’t here today.   
 
7 – WHAMBAMTHANKUMAAM – Another one that shows plenty of versatility.  She has posted wins on 
the front and from the back of the pack.  Last week she got off to a slow start from an inside post and 
rallied late to get third, only ¼ length behind #6 Cincinnati Miss.  I wouldn’t be surprised if she goes for 
the early lead this time around rather than sit last.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   6-1-4 
 

  



 
RACE 9 – NW 11,500 PACE 
 
1 – IMIDEAL HANOVER – Steps up in class after a very good wire to wire win last Saturday.  He shows 
only one recent start in this class, a 7th place finish, but he was only 5 lengths off the winner that day.  
Has 6 wins this year so he can be a factor today, especially with the inside post.   
 
2 – THE DARK SHADOW – He makes the race very difficult to handicap.  On the positive side, he shows 
two starts in this class, and both were wins.  He’s dropping from the Preferred level, where he held his 
own with a third and fourth place finish in his most recent two starts.  He has also shown consistent final 
quarters in the 27 second range.  But on the downside, he hasn’t raced in over three months.  
 
3 – ATTA BOY DAN – There was a time when he was the best pacer on the ground.  However, he’s now 
getting up there in years and only raced 5 times last year.  Not only that, but he missed 10 months, 
made his return, and only got three starts before something went wrong again and caused another 7 
month layoff.  He’s back today but will he still be able to pace near the level he once could? 
 
4 – IDEAL ACE – He has been in this class two straight starts now, and both were good efforts.  Two 
starts ago he was parked for the mile and only lost by 6 lengths, pacing in 1:51.3 on the outside.  Last 
week he was parked early in a quick quarter and held fourth, again pacing a sub-1:52 mile.  He can be 
there if the trip works out.   
 
5 – ONE BAD NIGHT – He got very sharp in late June/early July, but since then he’s tailed off a bit.  
However, the other difference is that in his two wins, he left the gate and sat first or second.  It looks like 
he wants to be placed toward the front early, so if he leaves the gate today, he could be a factor at a 
decent price.   
 
6 – ROYALTYHASARRIVED – He’s a big mystery today after a 32.2 final quarter last start.  He took a 
couple of weeks off, so the fact that he’s back in today should indicate that he’s OK and ready to go.  He 
gets a class drop, and was a second place finisher in his most recent start in this class.  Still, given the 
now 3-week layoff, he may take a more conservative route today.   
 
7 – KNOCKING AROUND – Finished second in this class two starts ago, but last time he couldn’t reach 
after sitting 9 lengths back at the half.  The final half mile came in 55.1 and he actually made up three 
lengths, so he paced his last half in 54.3. 
 

 
SELECTIONS:  2-6-7 
 

  



 
 
RACE 10 – 10,000 CLAIMING PACE  
 
1 – DRUNK ON YOU – Not as strong an effort last week, as he tired in the final quarter after a 26.2 
opening panel.  He won’t likely be on the front this week with the inside post, as he got away 4th from 
the rail on July 7. 
 
2 – GRANDPA DON – Makes his third start in the class, but has had little chance the first two times 
around due to posts 9 and 10.  He gets a much better starting spot here and should be able to make the 
most of it.   
 
3 – INDIAN SPIRIT – Another one that has two local starts in this class but had poor posts in both. He 
rallied late last time and despite finishing 7th, was less than 5 lengths back at the wire.  He should be 
more of a factor today, but Palone opted to drive #9 over this one and #7.   
 
4 – FINAL JUSTICE – Sharp right now, with three straight good efforts in this class.  He battled early as 
the favorite last time and still managed to come back and pass a horse late to finish second.  With the 
right trip today, he can win.   
 
5 – LUCKY MILLIONAIRE – Hasn’t been better than 4th in a while, but was a little better last week after 
dropping to this 10,000 claiming class.  He will likely be a longshot in here today.   
 
6 – ALBIONKINGINFINITO – Never got involved last time and ended up more than 15 lengths back at 
the wire.  He will be a longshot again.   
 
7 – HONEEMOON SUITE – Drops in class this week after an 8th place finish one level up.  The class drop 
should help, but it may not be enough to get him a win.   
 
8 – EPIC UNION – Drops to the 10,000 level today after three straights starts in a higher level, after 
returning from a layoff.  He’s a sleeper in here that could surprise at a decent price.   
 
9 – MAINLAND KEY N – Palone sticks with this one today after a third place finish last time.  He will likely 
take this one right to the front and attempt a wire-to-wire performance.  He has 7 wins this year, so he’s 
definitely going to be the one to catch late.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   8-4-3-2 
 
 

  



 
 
RACE 11 – NW 3 PACE 
 
1 –  WESTERN BEACHBOY – Gets a big class drop from stakes, and he’ll likely be the favorite in here 
today, especially with the switch to an inside post.   
 
2 – LUCK N ROLL K – Won in NW2 two starts ago in his return from time off, but was overmatched last 
time in a 3YO open.  He should fit better in here, but there are a couple of tough stake horses to 
contend with today.   
 
3 – SCRUB HANOVER – Returned in May, but only got two starts before missing another two months.  
He qualified well, but will likely need a start or two to get into race shape.  
 
4 – RYANS ALLSTAR – Newcomer from New York just won a NW2 at Saratoga on the half mile track.  It 
looks like he was racing at small Canadian tracks last year, so his experience on a 5/8 mile track may be 
limited.   
 
5 – JUSTWIGGLEIT – Won his NW2 last week in wire to wire fashion, but will need a little more speed 
against some of these today.  He does show a 1:52 mile at Philly a few starts back, so he should be able 
to go with this bunch.   
 
6 – WHOS BETTER – Hasn’t been seen on the stake circuit lately, opting for non-winners company.  He’s 
had terrible posts the last three starts, so he can definitely be a big factor today if for no other reason 
than the improved post.  But he’s also shown high speed, so he will be one of the favorites.   
 
7 – BACKYARD SWAGGER – Newcomer from Lexington hasn’t shown a ton of speed the last couple of 
starts, but last week he was all over the track, 3-wide at the half and ¾ pole.  He’s a bit of a mystery in 
here today.   
 
8 – IVEGOTAGIRLCRUSH – Faced to a 9th place finish at Scioto last time and gets a bad post here, so 
he’ll likely be one of the longer shots in this group today.  It looks like he lacks early speed, so he will 
probably sit at the back and try to pass a few horses late.   

 
SELECTIONS:    1-2-7-5 

  



 
RACE 12 – NW 5 TROT 
 
1 – MR CONTESTANT – He’s been facing much tougher foes in stake races, but the big concern today is 
the frequency of his races.  He raced June 6, took a month off, qualified July 6, and has now missed 
more than a month since the qualifier.  It would be tough for him to be 100% race ready today.   
 
2 – KENZIESKY HANOVER – Has won 3 of her last four starts, including her last two in non-winners 
company.  She made a late break last time but still managed to win, so she does come with some risk.   
 
3 – MON RIVER ROSE – Moves up in class today after a 4th place finish in a conditioned claimer.  Draws a 
good post, but this is a very tough field.   
 
4 – MEME HANOVER – Finished sixth in this class in each of her last two starts, so she’ll likely be a 
longshot today.  However, in her favor today is the post, as she was a slow starter from the rail the last 
couple of weeks.  This is much better spot for her today.   
 
5 – JUST JOE – He’s been close in here, but hasn’t been able to crack the top three.  Last week he got 
away mid-pack but was eventually shuffled all the way back to 8th before rallying late.  It was a decent 
effort and he can definitely hit the ticket today with a better trip.   
 
6 – ODD BALL – Made a very impressive local debut last week with a wire to wire win in 1:55.4.  He 
moves up in class one level today, but it certainly appears as though he can handle the move.   
 
7 – RIPPED UP – She has been putting in some strong efforts in recent weeks, including her last effort.  
She has now hit the board in 11 of 17 starts, and could easily do it again today.   
 
8 – BONE A FIDE BABE – She has speed but makes breaks, with a second place finish in between a pair 
of breaks.  If she stays on stride today, she can be effective in here.   
 
9 – TRAK – Has won two in a row at eastern tracks, and makes his local debut today.  He has gate speed, 
and has used it from post 7.  However, the one start he shows from post 9, he took to the back of the 
pack and finished strong, getting 4th place.  He makes this race more interesting today, as he’s an 
unknown factor that may or may not leave the gate.    
 

 
SELECTIONS:   6-2-7-1 

  



 
 
RACE 13 – NW 3700 PACE 
 
1 – HICKORY LITTLE RED – Finished 7th from a bad post last time at Northfield, so ignore that line.  Had 
been racing in 10,000 claimers locally before heading to Ohio, where he put in a couple of good efforts.   
 
2 – DEW N DOUGHNUTS – Gets a class drop and an inside post, two positive factors.  He only has one 
win this year, but has been mostly racing in higher levels.  He’s a definite contender in this group today.  
 
3 – GOGGLES PAISANO – Has had two starts now after some time off, and has shown improvement.  He 
should be ready for his best effort soon, and today he gets a decent post.  You can’t count him out in 
here.   
 
4 – MONTANA PABLO A – Trainer Presto takes the lines today, after a 7th place finish last time for 
Merriman.  He put in his best mile in quite some time on July 7, but then missed 4 weeks prior to last 
start.  He should be a bit better today.   
 
5 – CATHERINESDIAMOND – This one was very sharp earlier in the year, posting 5 wins.  He’s been off 
form of late, but last week came up with his best effort in a couple of months.  That could be a sign that 
he’s turned things back around.   
 
6 – FIRM IT UP – Makes his return today after five months on the shelf.  Cut a good first half in the 
qualifier and paced home in 58.2, but got caught up in a very fast mile.  He’ll likely need a start or two, 
but he’s a former 1:50.3 pacer.   
 
7 – BROOKLYN FLIGHT – This one hasn’t won since 2016, but last week was only 3 ½ back of the winner 
at the wire.  It was definitely his best effort of the season.   
 
8 – CYRUS SEELSTER – Won at 74-1 last week, with a patient drive and a late rally.  He’ll likely be a 
longer shot again today, but not quite at the level of last week.  He gets to stay in the same class off the 
win, so he can be a factor with the right trip.   
 
9 – HYPOTHETICAL – Look for this one to go for the early lead again today, rather than sit at the back.  
He didn’t miss by much last time, and if they leave him alone to cut reasonable fractions he can definitely 
take the field wire to wire.   
 
10 – ALLIE’S CRUISER – Draws another second tier starting spot today, as he continues to have terrible 
luck with post positions.  Even with the post, he can be a big factor in here today as he has closing 
speed.   
 
 
SELECTIONS:   2-10-9-4-8 
 

 
 
 


